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                  DESIGN INTENT  
 

  PHAZE V 

IT’S NOT JUST A PHAZE 

Can you feel it? That’s power. Pure, unchecked tournament-winning power. 
Combining proven technologies, the Phaze V is an alchemy of components that 

will provide nothing but soaring scores. Every ball has the general desire to 
imagine itself as the start of something entirely new, unbeholden to 

what has come before. When the salt settles, we’re left with neither 
triumph nor tragedy. Instead, it’s one more chapter in the 
continuing saga, punctuated by a moment of genuine awe. One of 

those moments is right now.  

INTEGRATED IN EVERY WAY 

This low RG jewel has a strong heart. Being one of the most aggressive symmetrical balls 
ever devised, your shots become more comfortable so you can bowl with effortless focus 
on your shot quality. The Velocity Core is designed to help you play at pace with more revs, 
power and control, for true consistency. There is a reason this construction has turned into 
the go-to chassis for professionals around the world. 

The Phaze series’ aggressive nature has carried over to the Phaze V. This time, it focuses 
its power on the backend, where it matters most. R2S Pearl is the missing ingredient Storm 
Nation has been craving for years. You spoke. We listened. Storm’s new Reacta Gloss finish 
is sure to give you the length you’ve been craving with entry unmatched in the marketplace. 
This new finish has been tested true, and gives the reliability of supreme float on the most 
arid of conditions.  

Prepare to be enthralled by the new Phaze V that exceeds every definition of intense.   

 
COVERSTOCK 

           R2S™ Pearl Reactive 
 

WEIGHT BLOCK 
                Velocity™ Core 

 
FACTORY FINISH 
Reacta Gloss™ 

 
BALL COLOR 

         Arctic / Sapphire / Slate 
 

FLARE POTENTIAL 
                         High 

 
FRAGRANCE 

              Blueberry Crumble 
 

TECHNICAL DATA 
 

“There is a reason this construction has turned into the go-to chassis for professionals around the world.” 
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